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Commissioned in 1975 by Thomas Nelson Publishers, 130 respected Bible scholars, church

leaders, and lay Christians worked for seven years to create a completely modern edition of the

King James Version that would continue the classic tradition of the original King James. With

unyielding faithfulness to the original Greek, Hebrew, and Aramaic texts, the translators applied the

most recent research in archaeology, linguistics, and textual studies. The resulting work provides

today's Bible reader with an accurate and modern translation of the Scriptures with the stylistic

beauty and memorable quality of the King James.Features:Enhanced eBook Navigation

NEW!Verse Style Layout (All Bible verses left-justified)66 Bible Book IntroductionsParallel

PassagesFull A-Z ConcordanceNew King James Translator's NotesExplanatory NotesTextual

NotesCross-ReferencesBible Section Introductions:The PentateuchThe Historical BooksPoetical

and Wisdom BooksThe ProphetsThe GospelsThe Acts of the ApostlesThe Letters of PaulThe

General Epistles and Revelation
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I love the product because I am Hebrew by bloodline and the kjv 1611 w/apocrypha is the closest

thing to undefiled Hebrew history in this age. Now Im trying to get my hands on a copy of Russian

Icons by Vladimir Ivanov, but with a hefty price tag of about $1000, I will probably have to team up

with my squad to purchase it.Its funny how Esau/Amalek made the book just out of reach of the

poor Israelites. Oh well.

I give this bible 5 stars cause it exposes that the bible has been tampered with... All bible believers

must have this bible in their collection...

I really love the red letter bible. I have a friend and brother in arms who is a polyglot, and whose first

language is Greek. He is also an ordained minister. As a result I consider the KJV to be, hands

down, the best translation in English, though the word Aeon/Aeonic/Aionos in Greek should read

"Very long time" (more years than can be counted in numbers) or "An age." The Geneva 1560 is

another close rendition which captures the original Greek, but the archaic style of English is difficult

to read, so I prefer the KJV. I would also recommend The Apocrypha ISBN 0521506743 for your

scripture case.

We have maybe 30 bibles in print that we have accumulated over the years. The oldest was printed

in 1871 in Scotland and is huge. We have several translations but I was raised with the KJV so I am

more comfortable with it although sometimes it helps using several translations to get the most

accurate interpretation of a verse or passage. Often when conversing on-line with friends and

acquaintances, I need to look up a verse and having the Scriptures on my laptop is great. I have it

on a reader but sometimes my wife has the reader and I don't know where it is. I'd recommend this

product to anyone wanting the KJV on their PC, laptop or reader. I is appears to be one of the most

popular versions at  and it works for me.  provided the PC Kindle download program for free so this

is a no brainer when considering the purchase.

It's been interesting to learn about the word of God/Jesus. I'll give it four stars since the KJV can be

hard to understand sometimes. But overall it's worth getting looking into.

I have long used the Nelson New King James Version of the Bible for study at home, but carrying it

back & forth to church, along with the other various paraphernalia of a Sunday School teacher &

leader of other activities in the church, was just too much. When I obtained my KIindle Paperwhite, I



thought this would be a great way to have the same Bible but without the weight. It's okay to look up

scriptures at church, but I really miss the great commentary that is in the printed version. It is also

incredibly frustrating at times trying to look up a verse when the only search options are page # or

location #. You don't search a Bible that way; you need the book, chapter & verse #. For just

reading (& slow look-up), it's fine; for study, stick to the printed copy.

Navigation works well in all of the books except for the book of Psalm. It starts at Psalm 1 and you

have to manually scroll through all of the pages to get to whatever Psalm you want next (if you need

Psalm 66 next, good luck). If that doesn't bother you, I highly recommend you purchase it. You just

won't be able to keep up in church when asked to turn to Psalm 100,

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚ÂªÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â‚¬lol.

Like the book & verse search option, but on my Fire HD it still takes a long time just to get to one

result. However, the best thing about the optimization for kindle feature is that every verse number

in the whole bible is preceded with the Book name and Chapter number, so I always know where I

am when reading and the next time I pick it back up to read more.
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